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Abstract 

The statistical synthesis of quantitative effects within primary studies via meta-analysis is an 

important analytical technique in the scientific toolkit of modern researchers. As with any 

scientific method or technique, knowledge of the weaknesses that might render findings 

limited or potentially erroneous as well as strategies by which to mitigate these biases is 

essential for high-quality scientific evidence. In this paper, we focus on one prevalent 

consideration for meta-analytical investigations, namely dependency among effects. We 

provide readers with a non-technical introduction to and overview of statistical solutions for 

handling dependent effects for their efforts to integrate evidence within primary studies. This 

goal is achieved via a series of seven reflective questions that scholars might consider when 

planning and executing a meta-analysis in which some degree of dependency among effect 

sizes from primary studies may exist. We also provide an example application of the 

recommendations with real-world data, including an analytical script that readers can adapt 

for their own purposes.   

 

Keywords: effect sizes; multivariate meta-analysis; open science; research synthesis; robust 

variance estimation; systematic review; three-level meta-analysis 
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Handling Effect Size Dependency in Meta-Analysis  

Systematic reviews of the literature, particularly of experimental or interventional 

research in the lab or field, and the statistical integration of individual effects from eligible 

primary studies via meta-analysis are typically considered the highest form of evidence for 

theory, practice, and policy (Chan & Arvey, 2012; NHMRC, 2009). As with any research 

method or statistical analysis, however, systematic reviews and meta-analyses are not 

immune to potential biases (e.g., inadequate search strategy, absence of methodological 

quality assessments) that may render the findings of such studies limited or potentially 

erroneous (Shea et al., 2017). It is therefore essential that scholars consider these potential 

sources of bias in the search, data extraction, and data analysis when planning and executing 

a systematic review and meta-analysis. There exists several high-quality guidelines (e.g., 

(Guyatt et al., 2008; Liberati et al., 2009; Moher et al., 2009; Steel et al., 2020) and tutorials 

(e.g., Field & Gillett, 2010; Moreau & Gamble, 2020; Quintana, 2015) for readers interested 

in these considerations, including the excellent contribution of Hagger and Chatzisarantis to 

this special issue. In this article, we focus on one key consideration for the analytical stage, 

namely the handling of dependent effect sizes because non-independence of data points is a 

core assumption of most meta-analytical techniques (Cheung, 2014; for a general review of 

statistical non-independence, see Forstmeier et al., 2017). Our objective is to provide readers 

with a non-technical introduction to and overview of statistical solutions for handling 

dependent effects for their efforts to integrate evidence within primary studies.  

Meta-Analysis and Non-Independent Effects 

At its core, meta-analysis enables researchers to cumulate and statistically summarize 

quantitative evidence across large bodies of work to provide answers to important questions. 

As relatively broad examples, researchers might be interested in clarifying the magnitude of 

an association between two variables, the effectiveness of interventions designed to change 
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human behaviour, the psychometric properties of questionnaires, or the veracity of theoretical 

models including several factors and their underlying propositions (e.g., mediation 

pathways). Key strengths of meta-analysis include the incorporation of evidence drawn from 

multiple primary studies and the differential weighting of effects from each study to minimise 

sampling error and maximise precision in the summarised effect; estimation of the amount of 

heterogeneity in the overall effect and factors that (partly) explain this variation; adjustments 

for artefacts that may bias the mean effect (e.g., measurement error, range restrictions); and 

tests of complex models that remain untested or are impractical to test in individual primary 

studies (e.g., large samples requires for statistical power; Borenstein et al., 2009; Hunter & 

Schmidt, 2004). For these reasons, meta-analysis represents an important analytical technique 

in the scientific toolkit of modern researchers who are inspired by a positivist (i.e., there 

exists an objective, true reality that can be known and examined objectively) or post-

positivist (i.e., there exists an objective, true reality that can only be estimated rather than 

known perfectly) paradigmatic position on science (Creswell & Poth, 2016)1.  

Among the potential sources of bias for meta-analytical investigations, dependency 

among effects represents a key consideration because it is a widespread problem and 

handling it in a suboptimal fashion violates a core assumption of most statistical techniques 

(Cheung, 2014; Forstmeier et al., 2017; Jackson et al., 2011). Violating such assumptions 

ultimately negatively affects the quality of the meta-analytic output for knowledge 

accumulation (e.g., ‘garbage in, garbage out’; Sharpe & Poets, 2020). Briefly, effects are 

considered ‘dependent’ when they are related in some way. Dependency in effects can arise 

within the primary studies from which statistical evidence is drawn or can be introduced by 

the meta-analyst (Cheung, 2014). With regard to primary studies, researchers may utilise 

 
1 A detailed analysis of the philosophical foundations of meta-analysis is beyond the scope of the current article. 

Interested readers are referred elsewhere for critiques (Stegenga, 2009, 2011). Given the numerous subjective 

decisions that are applied in the design and execution of meta-analyses, we prioritise a post-positivist 

paradigmatic perspective.   
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multiple outcomes (e.g., indices of psychological well-being and ill-being) or multiple 

measures of the same outcome (e.g., speed and accuracy of performance) to assess the 

effectiveness of an intervention; compare two or more different types of interventions (e.g., 

biofeedback versus cognitive restructuring) or adaptions of the same intervention (e.g., 

frequency of biofeedback sessions) against a comparator group; or assess associations among 

variables or differences between groups across several time points. Equally, researchers 

might introduce dependency via the substantive focus of the meta-analysis; for example, one 

might be interested in statistically summarising cross-cultural differences in the associations 

between two variables or the effectiveness of a certain type of intervention (e.g., 

mindfulness), such that studies conducted within the same country are likely to be more alike 

than studies from other countries (for an excellent exposition of psychological and cultural 

distance, see Muthukrishna et al., 2020). Treating dependent effects as independent 

underestimates the standard errors of the overall effect and therefore biases any statistical 

conclusions from the analysis (López‐López et al., 2017).  

If dependent effects are prevalent in the literature (Ahn et al., 2012), yet they 

undermine the statistical conclusions of meta-analytic findings (López‐López et al., 2017), 

how then have scholars typically handled them in the past? Leading meta-analysts have 

identified several approaches, each of which comes with its own strengths and weaknesses 

(Borenstein et al., 2009; Cheung, 2014). First, researchers might execute several separate 

meta-analyses to analyse dependent effects as if they were independent. For example, an 

analyst might be interested in the effects of stress regulation interventions on athlete 

performance, yet conduct separate meta-analyses for different categories of performance 

(e.g., cognitive, physical) or indices of each type of performance category (e.g., speed and 

accuracy of decision-making for cognitive performance). This approach is practically 

appealing for its simplicity, yet ignores the conceptual and statistical overlap between effects 
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thereby underestimating the standard errors that results from the dependency of the effects 

and inflating Type I error (Cheung, 2014).  

Second, scholars might utilise an aggregation approach in which they remove 

dependence among multiple effects within the same study by creating an averaged or pooled 

estimate (Cheung & Chan, 2004; Rosenthal & Rubin, 1986). Remaining with the previous 

example, a researcher might combine effects obtained for speed and accuracy of decision-

making into a single effect to reflect cognitive performance. This approach is advantageous 

because the effect sizes and their variances can be utilised within a univariate meta-analysis 

and precision is optimised when the effects reflect the same concept, yet this approach 

reduces the pool of available data (think ‘sample size’) and therefore limits statistical power, 

precision of the estimates, and the types of questions that can be tested via meta-analysis 

(Cheung, 2014). One also needs to consider the nature of the dependent effects for which 

they wish to aggregate as a pooled estimate, particularly with regard to the direction of 

effects. For example, the inverse association between speed and accuracy, otherwise known 

as the ‘speed-accuracy trade-off’, is ubiquitous in the behavioural sciences (for a review, see 

Heitz, 2014), such that their combination as a pooled estimate will inevitably be biased 

towards zero.  

Third, analysts might prefer an elimination approach in which they select one effect 

among several effects for each primary study. The elimination approach might be the 

preferred strategy in some cases to avoid the ‘garbage in, garbage out’ criticism. For 

example, analysts might prefer to utilise device-based measures of physical activity rather 

than subjective self-reports because of the high cognitive demands required to recall different 

intensities accurately (Lines, Ntoumanis, et al., 2020). However, the elimination approach is 

subject to the same limitations as the aggregation approach (M. W.-L. Cheung, 2014). In 

particular, the magnitude and direction of the association between dependent effects is an 
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important consideration; for example, randomly selecting one effect size per study when the 

dependent effects are negatively correlated may lead to biased results.  

Finally, analysts might average effect sizes according to a shift in the unit of analysis 

(Cooper, 2016), that is, strategic averaging of effects. As an example, when the interest is an 

estimate of the overall pooled effect for the effectiveness of stress regulations, researchers 

might average all of the effect sizes within a single study (e.g., performance, well-being) to 

calculate a single effect that can be utilised within a univariate meta-analysis. Conversely, if 

the interest is on the effect of stress regulation interventions on performance and well-being, 

then meta-analysts might average the effects for multiple measures of each domain to 

disaggregate effects across conceptually distinct outcome categories. Nevertheless, like the 

aggregation method, the shifting unit of analysis approach limits the overall pool of data and 

conceptual information, and presumes within-study homogeneity ( Cheung, 2014). With few 

exceptions (e.g., selecting a widely accepted ‘gold standard’ measure for assessments of 

intervention effectiveness), these common approaches to handling dependent effects are often 

suboptimal and therefore require researchers to leverage statistical techniques that account for 

dependency as part of the analytical framework. 

Solutions for Handling Dependent Effects  

Meta-analysts can utilise one of three statistical techniques to account for dependency 

among effect sizes extracted from primary studies in their analytical framework, namely 

multivariate meta-analysis (Cheung, 2013; Kalaian & Raudenbush, 1996), robust variance 

estimation (Hedges et al., 2010), and three-level meta-analysis (Cheung, 2014). Essentially, 

the decision regarding which of these options is most suitable depends on the information 

available to those who conduct the meta-analysis regarding the dependency among effects. 

When the correlations among dependent effects are available, researchers can model this 

dependency directly as part of the statistical model and, therefore, retain all available effects 
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using a multivariate meta-analysis. For example, analysts interested in the usefulness of a 

psychological intervention may use a multivariate meta-analysis to produce summary effects 

separately for cognitive and physical performance obtained from the same participants while 

accounting for the correlation between these indices of ‘performance’2. However, 

multivariate meta-analysis is largely uncommon in practice because correlations among 

dependent effect sizes are typically unreported in primary research (Ahn et al., 2012; Becker, 

2000). For example, researchers might have reported the mean difference between two 

groups on subjective and objective indices of performance (e.g., Cohen’s d), yet excluded the 

degree of association between these two effects in the reporting of their results. In cases when 

correlations among within-study effects are unknown, analysts can impute approximated 

values (e.g., based on simulations), then perform sensitivity analyses to determine the 

influence of the varying degrees of magnitude of the correlation (Berkey et al., 1996; 

Raudenbush et al., 1988; see also Riley et al., 2008). An alternative approach to accounting 

for dependency among effects within primary studies include multilevel models, where 

variance is partitioned across three levels (i.e., Level 1 = sampling variance, Level 2 = 

within-study variance, Level 3 = between-study variance)3. A third approach is robust 

variance estimation in which dependence is approximated via a working model of 

hierarchical (i.e., dependence is due to common features of a research group with 

independent effects) or correlated effects (i.e., dependence is due to the use of the same 

sample for unique effects; Tipton & Pustejovsky, 2015). Simulation studies support the utility 

of these two approaches. For example, three-level meta-analysis and robust variance 

estimation methods result in unbiased estimates, with the latter offering the best performance 

 
2 Network meta-analysis is another type of multivariate approach in which analysts compare multiple 

interventions against a common comparator group. Interested readers are referred elsewhere for overviews of 

network meta-analysis (Molloy et al., 2018; Salanti, 2012).   
3 Traditional univariate meta-analysis is technically multilevel in nature with participants in primary studies 

located at level 1 and the studies at level 2.  
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for small samples (López‐López et al., 2017; Moeyaert et al., 2017; Park & Beretvas, 2019). 

Further, three-level models perform similarly to multivariate meta-analysis in terms of 

accuracy of parameter and standard error estimates (Van den Noortgate et al., 2013). 

To what extent are dependent effects in primary research an important consideration 

for statistical syntheses in the field of sport and exercise psychology? Looking back at 

existing meta-analyses in this field offers us one perspective to answer to this question. We 

manually searched core peer-reviewed outlets from their inception to September 3rd 2020 to 

locate existing meta-analyses in the field of sport and exercise psychology, including Journal 

of Sport and Exercise Psychology; Psychology of Sport and Exercise; Journal of Applied 

Sport Psychology; The Sport Psychologist; International Review of Sport and Exercise 

Psychology; Sport, Exercise, and Performance Psychology; and International Journal of 

Sport and Exercise Psychology. An overview of the 39 meta-analyses identified via this 

search is provided in an excel file located on the Open Science Framework 

(https://osf.io/cqywh/). Briefly, dependent effect sizes in primary studies were an issue in 37 

(~95%) of these meta-analyses because of multiple outcomes (n = 26), multiple groups (n = 

2), multiple time points (n = 2), multiple outcomes and time points (n = 3), multiple groups 

and time points (n = 3), or multiple outcomes, groups, and time points (n = 1). Despite the 

prevalence of dependent effects, only two meta-analyses accounted for this dependency via 

robust variance estimation or a multivariate fixed effects model. This finding is unsurprising 

because knowledge of methods for handling dependency and software to execute these 

analyses were largely unavailable a decade or so ago. Common approaches to handling effect 

size dependency included executing separate meta-analyses (n = 12), not reporting any 

explicit information regarding dependency (n = 9), computing an averaged effect size (n = 8), 

or selecting a single effect from primary studies (n = 3). Of course, we acknowledge that we 

are not immune to such suboptimal practices in a past meta-analysis we conducted (Carr et 

https://osf.io/cqywh/
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al., 2019), yet have subsequently improved our knowledge of these issues and applied them 

in our work (Lines, Pietsch, et al., 2020). As applied scientists, we fully appreciate the 

challenges of remaining abreast of statistical and methodological advancements, particularly 

as they appear rapidly, so we hope the guidelines presented in the remainder of this article 

will make this information more widely known among our field.  

Best Practice Guidelines for Handling Dependency among Effect Sizes in Meta-Analysis 

In this section, we present a series of reflective questions that scholars might consider 

when planning and executing a meta-analysis in which some degree of dependency among 

effects sizes from primary studies may exist. These reflective questions are largely based on 

our own experiences completing meta-analyses, so it is important to acknowledge that the list 

is non-exhaustive and the application of these questions may differ depending on one’s 

preferences. Readers are referred elsewhere for detailed expositions and guidelines for 

planning and executing a meta-analysis (e.g., Johnson & Hennessy, 2019; Pigott & Polanin, 

2020; Rudolph et al., 2020). 

Question 1: Will There be a Need to Accommodate Non-Independence in Effect Sizes?  

Once researchers have decided that a meta-analysis is suitable for the purposes of 

their research questions, it follows that one needs to determine whether or not they have or 

will likely have (because of analysts’ decisions) dependency in effect sizes and, if so, how 

best to account for this dependency. The nature of the research question is a fundamental 

consideration because ‘multiplicity’ in effects might be present in varying degrees depending 

on the breadth or narrowness of the primary goal of the meta-analysis (López‐López et al., 

2018). For example, a meta-analysis concerned with the effectiveness of biofeedback training 

relative to practice as usual on subjective experiences of state anxiety assessed using the 

relevant subscale of the revised Competitive State Anxiety Inventory-2 tool (Cox et al., 2003) 

is likely to have no effect size dependency because each primary study will contribute one 
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effect to this research question. Compare this example with one where the outcome variable 

is broadened to focus on athletic performance; in this scenario, it is possible that performance 

is assessed in multiple ways within primary studies (e.g., speed and accuracy, cognitive and 

physical) and, therefore, there would be a requirement to accommodate dependent effects in 

the statistical analysis.  

Analysts also might introduce dependency among effects via the primary research 

question. As an example, researchers might be interested in cultural considerations regarding 

the associations between psychological (e.g., moral identity) and social-contextual factors 

(e.g., coach motivational climate) and anti-doping attitudes among athletes around the globe. 

In this scenario, meta-analysts could incorporate country or culture as a level within the meta-

analytic model. Expectations regarding dependency among effects within primary studies or 

introduced by the analyst are best documented as part of one’s protocol registration, or 

acknowledged as a consideration if one is unsure of the potential for dependency in the meta-

analysis (and propose the conditions under which different solutions will be considered). For 

example, robust variance estimation performs best when sample sizes are small, whereas 

multilevel models offer the greatest flexibility for interrogations of factors that moderate the 

pooled effect (López‐López et al., 2017; Moeyaert et al., 2017). López‐López and colleagues 

(2018) provide an informative decision tree regarding key decisions for handling dependency 

among effects or ‘multiplicity’ as part of meta-analysis that can be used to inform protocol 

registrations. 

Question 2: What is the Effect Size of Interest?  

Meta-analyses are used to statistically synthesise effect sizes reported in primary 

research. In scientific research, an effect represents a quantitative summary of the magnitude 

and direction of findings from a statistical test (Flora, 2020; Funder & Ozer, 2019; Pek & 

Flora, 2018). The scale of an effect is fundamentally important for the execution and 
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interpretation of a meta-analysis (Cheung, 2015a). Unstandardized effects are typically 

preferred when the unit of measurement is intuitively or practically meaningful (e.g., minutes 

of sleep per night), whereas standardized effects are often utilised in scenarios where 

measurement is unintuitive (e.g., proprietary scale) or disparate (e.g., quantitative differences 

in assessment scales) (Borenstein et al., 2009; Pek & Flora, 2018). Broadly speaking, effects 

can be categorised as a summary of binary outcomes, such as pass or fail on some type of test 

(e.g., odds ratio); an association between two variables, such as strength and magnitude of the 

relation between cognitive ability and test performance (e.g., correlation coefficient); or a 

difference between two variables, such as the effect of an intervention on a primary outcome 

between experimental and control groups (e.g., Cohen’s d) (Borenstein et al., 2009). Thus, an 

important question for scholars to consider is which category and type of effect size is most 

relevant to their meta-analysis.  

The answer to this question depends on both substantive and practical considerations 

of the meta-analysis and the existing body of literature. Perhaps most important, it is essential 

that the effect size used to summarise findings of primary studies is appropriately aligned 

with the research question of the meta-analysis. In other words, is the primary focus for your 

meta-analysis designed to assess some sort of binary outcome, association, or difference 

between groups (Borenstein et al., 2009; Cooper, 2016)? When interested in a binary 

outcome, for example, meta-analysts might consider effects such as an odds ratio (e.g., % 

increase in passing a selection test based on psycho-physiological determinants; Gucciardi et 

al., 2020) or relative risk (e.g., differences in the prevalence of mental ill-health symptoms 

between groups; Wolanin et al., 2016) to summarise the statistical results of primary studies. 

Other considerations for selecting the most appropriate effect size of interest include a) the 

comparability of effect sizes across studies, noting that statistics from different designs can be 

converted into a common effect size (e.g., log odds ratio can be converted to Cohen’s d; 
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Borenstein et al., 2009), b) availability of statistical information in primary studies to 

compute effect sizes and their sampling distributions, c) incorporation of the magnitude and 

direction of effect (e.g., R2 represents the portion of variance explained in regression, yet is 

inadequate because it excludes directional information), and d) relative independence from 

sample size in that the effect does not increase or decrease as a function of the number of 

participants in the study (Borenstein et al., 2009; Cheung, 2015a). In our experience as 

editors, reviewers, and consumers of the sport and exercise psychology literature over the 

past 20 or so years, the most commonly reported effects in primary research are correlations, 

(standardized) mean differences, and odds ratios and therefore the ones we recommended for 

meta-analysts.  

Question 3: How Do I Calculate Effect Sizes from Primary Studies?  

The calculation of effect sizes from primary studies is one of the most critical tasks 

for any meta-analyst because errors at this stage can have profound effects for the overall 

results of the statistical synthesis and the conclusions made from those findings (Maassen et 

al., 2020). Fortunately, there exists numerous resources to assist novice and experienced 

meta-analysts with this important task, including books (e.g., Borenstein et al., 2009; Cheung, 

2015; Hunter & Schmidt, 2004), journal articles (e.g., Caldwell & Vigotsky, 2020; Durlak, 

2009), online calculators (Wilson, n.d.), excel calculators (e.g., Lakens, 2013), and packages 

within statistical software (e.g., escalc function of the metafor package in R; Viechtbauer, 

2010). We have prepared an excel file for the calculation of common effects in the sport and 

exercise psychology literature, which is available on the Open Science Framework 

(https://osf.io/pa375/). At this point, it is worth highlighting that scholars would need to input 

as a minimum the effect size and its sampling variance to perform a meta-analysis so as to 

incorporate an estimate of precision into the model; the absence of the sampling variance 

makes an effect size essentially useless for meta-analysis because it introduces one source of 

https://osf.io/pa375/
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bias (Cheung & Vijayakumar, 2016). The effect size of interest can be obtained in its original 

form (e.g., Cohen’s d, r) or computed from test statistics (e.g., t or F values). Scholars are 

encouraged to report the methods or formulas they used to compute effect sizes from primary 

studies as part of their published report or supplementary material to facilitate reproducible 

knowledge accumulation (Maassen et al., 2020). It is often the case that information required 

to compute effect sizes is absent from reports on primary studies, such that analysts will need 

to contact corresponding authors for additional information to enable them to calculate 

effects. We also recommend that researchers account for this likelihood in their protocol 

registration by indicating their approach to requesting information from authors and decision 

regarding when to cease such requests (e.g., contact corresponding authors twice, with each 

communication separated by two weeks). All papers that are excluded at this stage are 

typically provided in a supplementary file with a rationale for why they have been excluded 

from the review (i.e., no data were provided by the authors). Of course, it is also worth 

acknowledging that analysts are likely to receive information from around 20-25% of 

requests (Polanin & Terzian, 2019). 

Question 4: How Do I Structure My Data File for a Meta-Analysis that Accounts for 

Non-Independence in the Data?  

As with any statistical methodology, it is essential that researchers structure their data 

file in a way that permits the incorporation of dependency among primary effects within the 

main analysis. Most statistical programs require that data be structured in long format, where 

each row represents a unique observation (effect) within a specific dependency category (e.g., 

one effect size extracted from a single primary study). Exceptions to this typical trend is for 

multivariate meta-analysis and structural equation modelling, which require that data be 

structured in wide format. We provide an excel template on the Open Science Framework for 

researchers who have calculated the unique effects manually and therefore have a numerical 
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value for each effect and its sampling variance https://osf.io/bewn6/). There are four key 

elements for the data file, regardless of which approach one adopts to handle dependency in 

the data, namely a unique identifier for each primary study (e.g., studyID) and effect size in 

the dataset (e.g., esID), and the numerical values for the effect size (e.g., y) and its sampling 

variance (e.g., v). For robust variance estimation and multilevel meta-analysis, each row will 

contain one effect size and one sampling variance value; in contrast, multivariate meta-

analysis requires a ‘pair’ of effects (e.g., y1 and y2) and their sampling variances (e.g., v1 and 

v2) per row, alongside the covariance among this pair of effects (e.g., cov). Analysts also can 

incorporate additional columns for variables that will be tested as moderators of 

heterogeneity of the pooled effect, including categorical (e.g., pre-registered protocol: 0 = no, 

1 = yes) and continuous factors (e.g., average age of participants in sample). In essence, the 

key distinction in the data file structure between a traditional univariate meta-analysis and 

one containing non-independent effects is the inclusion of columns that identify this 

dependency (e.g., studyID and esID).  

Question 5: What Statistical Program Should I Use to Conduct a Meta-Analysis That 

Handles Dependency Among Effects?  

There exists several software programs in which researchers can execute meta-

analyses. With regard to general statistical environments, analysts can utilise programs such 

as Stata (StataCorp, 2019), SAS (SAS Institute Inc, 2016), Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 2017), 

R (R Development Core Team, 2018), JASP (JASP Team, 2020), or jamovi (The jamovi 

project, 2020). Alternatively, one can use dedicated programs like Comprehensive Meta-

Analysis (https://www.meta-analysis.com/), Meta-Analyst (Wallace et al., 2009), Cochrane’s 

Review Manager (or RevMan) (http://revman.cochrane.org/), and Meta-Essentials 

(Suurmond et al., 2017) to execute a meta-analysis. Scholars have compared the features of 

many of these programs (Bax et al., 2007). Researchers tend to make these decisions with 

https://osf.io/bewn6/
https://www.meta-analysis.com/
http://revman.cochrane.org/
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consideration of the research question, software program capabilities, statistical capabilities, 

and financial resources. Analysts can implement multivariate meta-analysis via the mvmeta 

function in Stata (White, 2011) and the metafor (Viechtbauer, 2010) or metasem (Cheung, 

2015b) packages in R; robust variance estimation via the robumeta (Fisher & Tipton, 2015) 

or clubSandwich (Pustejovsky, 2020) packages in R, or macros developed for SPSS and Stata 

(for a tutorial, see Tanner‐Smith & Tipton, 2014); and multilevel meta-analysis via the 

metafor (Viechtbauer, 2010) or metasem (Cheung, 2015b) packages in R, Mplus (Muthén & 

Muthén, 2017; for a tutorial, see Cheung, 2019), and PROC MIXED in SAS® (Stroup et al., 

2018). We personally believe R (R Development Core Team, 2018), which is a free software 

environment for statistical computing and graphics, provides analysts with the greatest 

coverage and flexibility to execute meta-analyses using any of the approaches outlined here 

to handle non-independent effects. Yet, it can be a ‘daunting’ program for applied scientists 

with little to no experience with programming (for a review of R packages for meta-analysis, 

see Polanin et al., 2017)4. Nevertheless, excellent tutorials are available on conducting and 

interpreting the results of meta-analyses for readers unfamiliar with R  (M. W.-L. Cheung, 

2015b, 2019; Harrer et al., 2019; Quintana, 2015; Tanner-Smith et al., 2016). There also is an 

increasing trend for meta-analysts to make their R scripts available via the Open Science 

Framework (https://osf.io), a practice that provides readers with real-world examples of the 

translation of concepts into analytical code (e.g., Moreau & Chou, 2019; Steffens et al., 

2019). Personally, we have learned a great deal from other researchers who have made their 

analytical scripts with instructional annotations freely available to the research community. 

Question 6: How Do I Interpret the Results of a Three-Level Meta-Analysis?  

 
4 Open source programs such as Jamovi (The jamovi project, 2020) and JASP (JASP Team, 2020) have 

capabilities for researchers interested in conducting univariate meta-analyses with ‘point and click’ software. It 

is likely that multilevel meta-analysis will be incorporated in future updates to these programs (e.g., 

https://github.com/kylehamilton/MAJOR/blob/master/README.md).   

https://osf.io/
https://github.com/kylehamilton/MAJOR/blob/master/README.md
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You’ve likely spent the best part of several months screening articles to identify 

primary studies using your inclusion and exclusion criteria, and extracting all relevant 

information (and/or requesting that data from authors) to compute individual effects for your 

meta-analysis (Borah et al., 2017). Now comes the fun part of data analysis and 

interpretation! The exact nature of the data analysis output available to you will depend on 

the statistical software or package that you use to conduct the meta-analysis. Nevertheless, 

there are several elements common to most statistical programs that one needs to consider as 

part of the interpretation and reporting processes. We focus here on three-level meta-analysis 

because correlations among dependent effect sizes are typically unreported in primary 

research (Ahn et al., 2012; Becker, 2000) and therefore it is the framework most likely 

available to sport and exercise psychology researchers. 

Overall pooled effect. As with a univariate meta-analysis, the first step for a 

multilevel meta-analysis is to determine the overall pooled effect across all eligible studies. 

This estimate is typically located in a section called “model results” or something similar, and 

is accompanied by an estimate of its variance (e.g., standard error), confidence intervals, and 

test statistic (e.g., t value) and its p value. An important quality check at this point is whether 

your output is based on the expected number of effect sizes utilised for the overall analysis 

(typically denoted by k). It is also likely that the model summary section contains one or 

more goodness-of-fit indices, such as the Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian 

information criterion (BIC) that provide information regarding the degree to which the meta-

analytic model fits the data; these indices can be used alongside likelihood ratio tests for 

comparing and selecting models in subsequent stages of the analytical process if required 

(interested readers are referred elsewhere for a technical discussion of these indices; Cheung, 

2015a; Vrieze, 2012). The key distinction between a traditional univariate and three-level 

meta-analysis for the output of the overall pooled effect is the presentation of variance 
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components distributed across level 2 (within-study variance) and level 3 (between-study 

variance) of the model alongside the sampling variance of individual effects (level 1); in a 

traditional univariate meta-analysis, only one variance component (between-study) is 

reported. Typically, the number of effect sizes (level 2) and studies (level 3) utilised for the 

variance components are presented in the output, so it is recommended that you check these 

values to ensure they align with your expectations from the main data file.  

Heterogeneity of effects. The overall pooled effect provides a statistical summary of 

the body of work included in your meta-analysis, yet it provides no information on the degree 

to which these effects are homogenous. The question of homogeneity among effects is often a 

primary consideration for meta-analysts (Borenstein et al., 2017). Suffice to say, summary 

effects are best interpreted with caution when there is substantial heterogeneity among 

effects. For a traditional univariate meta-analysis, the Q test provides information on the 

binary decision regarding the presence or absence of heterogeneity, whereas the I2 statistic 

quantifies the proportion of dispersion of effects that cannot be attributed to sampling 

variance alone (Higgins & Thompson, 2002; Huedo-Medina et al., 2006). We believe an 

intuitive way to appreciate the essence of the I2 statistic is as an indication of “the amount of 

non-overlap among confidence intervals” (Borenstein et al., 2017, p. 7). Defined in this way, 

the I2 statistic provides no information on the absolute amount of variability among effects; if 

this metric is of interest, then analysts need to compute the prediction interval so that they can 

make inferences regarding the 95% likelihood that an effect in future similar studies will fall 

between some range (Borenstein et al., 2017; IntHout et al., 2016). The key distinction 

between a traditional univariate and three-level meta-analysis is the decomposition of the 

total heterogeneity (I2 statistic) across levels, such that there exists within-study 

heterogeneity (𝐼2
2) and between-study heterogeneity(𝐼3

2) or levels 2 and 3, respectively. As we 

have partitioned variance across two levels, it is important that we assess the degree to which 
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this model complexity introduced by the meta-analyst is meaningful. To do so, one can utilise 

likelihood-ratio tests to compare the full model where the variances are freely estimated with 

separate models in which the within-study or between-study variance is fixed to zero (Assink 

& Wibbelink, 2016). However, the application of likelihood-ratio tests is somewhat complex 

in practice because tests of variance assume the variance parameter is zero in one of the 

models (i.e., the lower boundary of possible values), yet the likelihood-ratio test assumes 

negative values are possible making the asymptotic (ꭓ2) distribution no longer df = 1 

(Andrews, 2001). The presence of substantial heterogeneity (Q test) and meaningful 

proportional dispersion within studies and/or between studies provides sufficient justification 

for the examination of potential moderators of the overall effect.  

Question 7: What Factors Might Explain the Heterogeneity Among Effects?  

Heterogeneity is a core consideration for psychological science because it contributes 

substantially to the inconsistencies in findings, often described as characteristic of the 

replication crisis (Kenny & Judd, 2019; McShane et al., 2019; Stanley et al., 2018). When 

there exists meaningful heterogeneity of the overall pooled effect, meta-analysts are advised 

to examine factors that might help to explain this heterogeneity. We typically approach this 

task as one that is focused on sensitivity analyses to assess the robustness and consistency of 

the findings (e.g., outliers, publication bias) and moderator analyses to examine factors that 

are of substantive interest or practical value (e.g., intervention dosage, number and type of 

behaviour change techniques; for an example, see Ntoumanis et al., 2020). Readers are 

referred elsewhere for best practice recommendations regarding the use of meta-regression 

for testing boundary conditions within the context of traditional two-level meta-analysis 

(Gonzalez-Mulé & Aguinis, 2018).  

Outliers and influential cases. As a logical extension of traditional regression 

models (e.g., linear, ANOVA), it is important to check for the presence and influence of 
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outliers and influential cases on the pooled effect within a meta-analysis (Viechtbauer & 

Cheung, 2010). Briefly, outliers represent statistically extreme values, whereas influential 

cases are those effects that alter the substantive meaning of the overall pooled effect (e.g., a 

small and statistically inconsequential pooled effect that becomes moderate and meaningful 

when an effect is excluded). Visual inspection of the individual effects grouped by a higher-

level of the model (e.g., study) via a forest plot is an appropriate starting point in this regard. 

Meta-analysts can formally test for the presence of outliers and influential cases via residuals 

in relation to their standard error (e.g., > + 1.96 bounds, noting that roughly 5% of a sample is 

typically expected to exceed these bounds); the identification of individual effects whose 

confidence interval excludes the range captured by the confidence interval of the pooled 

effect; Baujat plot (Baujat et al., 2002); and case deletion diagnostics (Harrer et al., 2019; 

Viechtbauer & Cheung, 2010).  

There are two key distinctions between a univariate and multilevel meta-analysis in 

this regard. First, one could focus their attention on individual effects and/or individual 

studies in a multilevel meta-analysis rather than individual studies as is the case for a 

univariate meta-analysis. For example, a coach-reported measure of performance in an 

individual study may represent an extreme or influential effect, whereas an objective measure 

(e.g., competition race time) in the same study might not be an extreme or influential case. 

Second, one can examine the changes in the overall pooled effect alongside the partitioning 

of heterogeneity across within-study and between-study levels; for example, the exclusion of 

outliers and/or influential cases may influence heterogeneity for one level more so than the 

other. There are no set rules as to which tests one should include as part of an assessment of 

outliers and influential cases. Broadly speaking, a multifaceted approach is ideal; if multiple 

tests support the presence (or absence) of outliers and/or influential cases, then one has lesser 
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or greater confidence in the robustness of the overall pooled effect than relying only on one 

test alone.  

Meta-bias. It is well-accepted that meta-analysts need to assess and report on the 

extent to which the pooled effect might be over- or underestimated because of elements of the 

scientific process (e.g., comprehensiveness of search, quality of eligible studies; Borenstein et 

al., 2009; Johnson & Hennessy, 2019; Pigott & Polanin, 2020). As with outliers and 

influential cases, it is important to distinguish between individual effects (level 2) and studies 

(level 3) when assessing bias in the body of work. One useful way to think about this 

distinction is variation among individual effects within a study in some capacity, and 

variation between studies in the dataset. Consider the case of methodological quality, which 

can be operationalised and statistically tested across multiple levels in the analysis. Primary 

studies might include multiple indicators of performance outcomes to assess the effectiveness 

of some type of intervention. The quality with which these performance indicators are 

operationalised may vary within individual studies and between studies in the entire dataset. 

For example, individual studies might include a high-quality assessment of performance 

using objective metrics (e.g., race time) alongside a low-quality informant assessment of 

performance using a single, self-reported item (e.g., “All things considered, rate the quality of 

[participant’s name] performance on this task”). Equally, the study as a whole can be 

evaluated in terms of its methodological quality using established frameworks like the Risk 

of Bias 2 for randomised controlled trials (Sterne et al., 2019).  

Publication bias is one of several major considerations in this regard because it 

encompasses scenarios where the literature published in peer-reviewed journals is 

systematically unrepresentative of the population of completed work (Mathur & 

VanderWeele, 2020; Sterling, 1959). The primary consideration for publication bias is the 

size and/or statistical significance of the estimated effects (Dickersin, 1990). As a first look at 
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publication bias, meta-analysts can quantify the magnitude and meaningfulness of effect size 

differences via meta-regressions in which the overall effect is regressed on key factors such 

as sample size, publication type (peer-reviewed versus unpublished, such as PhD 

dissertations or full conference proceedings), and study quality (e.g. risk of bias assessments, 

such as RoB25 for randomised controlled trials; Sterne et al., 2019). Formally, there exist 

several approaches for examining the likelihood of publication bias in meta-analyses. 

Examples include visual inspection of funnel plots that include individual effects plotted 

against their standard error or precision (inverse of the standard error), where asymmetry is 

consider representative of bias (Sterne & Egger, 2001); contour-enhanced funnel plots that 

include lines corresponding to levels of statistical significance (Peters et al., 2008); power-

enhanced funnel plots that include estimates of statistical power relative to an expected true 

value of the effect (Kossmeier et al., 2020); statistical test of the funnel plot via Egger’s 

regression test (Egger et al., 1997) that has been extended to multilevel contexts where the 

overall pooled effect from the three-level model is regressed on some function of the standard 

error of effect sizes (Fernández-Castilla et al., 2021)6; precision-effect test-precision-effect 

(PET-PEESE) that involves a weighted regression of individual effects on their standard error 

(PET) or the sampling variance weighted by study precision (PEESE), where a positive slope 

indicates some degree of bias (Stanley & Doucouliagos, 2014); p-curve analysis to assess the 

evidential value of the body of work via a distribution of statistically significant findings 

only, where a left-skewed curve indicates possible bias and a right-skewed supports 

evidential value (Simonsohn et al., 2014). Simulation evidence indicates the multilevel level 

 
5 Interested readers are referred elsewhere for an excellent R package and Shiny web app to visualise risk of bias 

(McGuinness & Higgins, 2020).  
6 Ultimately, the approach one adopts to extending Egger’s test beyond the traditional two-level meta-analytic 

framework depends on the nature of the effect sizes adopted in one’s analysis. For example, there is an inherent 

association between correlations and their sampling variances, so one may prefer to use the inverse of the 

sample size as the predictor in the moderation analysis (https://stat.ethz.ch/pipermail/r-sig-meta-analysis/2020-

May/002086.html).  

https://stat.ethz.ch/pipermail/r-sig-meta-analysis/2020-May/002086.html
https://stat.ethz.ch/pipermail/r-sig-meta-analysis/2020-May/002086.html
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extension of Egger’s test provides an acceptable, valid test with regard to Type I error, but 

has limited power to detect small study effects (Fernández-Castilla et al., 2021; Rodgers & 

Pustejovsky, 2020). Nevertheless, it is important to bear in mind that the usefulness of the 

other methods or approaches for meta-analyses involving dependent effects currently remains 

unknown. Informed by simulation work with traditional two-level meta-analytic statistical 

models (Carter et al., 2019), we suggest the best approach in the meantime is one that is 

multifaceted in nature and occurs alongside sensitivity tests. 

Substantive moderators of the pooled effect. Is a meta-analytic effect stronger for 

some people or in certain contexts than it is for others? Statistical interrogations of pooled 

effects with regard to social-contextual (e.g., active ingredients of an intervention, social 

norms) or individual (e.g., psychological or biological dimensions) factors provide 

knowledge of important building blocks for theory development, refinement, and elaboration 

(Gonzalez-Mulé & Aguinis, 2018; Tipton et al., 2020). From an application standpoint, 

knowledge of what works, for whom, and under what conditions is essential for translating 

scientific knowledge meaningfully into practice and policy. For example, scholars often 

employ different tools to assess the same concept (e.g., Lonsdale et al., 2014) or adapt 

existing tools with regard to their length, context, or content to suit the needs of their research 

(Heggestad et al., 2019; Marsh et al., 2010; Pelletier et al., 2013). Ideally, factors considered 

as potential moderators are informed by conceptual or empirical expectations and outlined in 

one’s preregistered protocol; of course, we acknowledge the types and breadth of moderators 

tested ultimately relies on information available in primary studies. The salience of such 

moderators can be examined via the quantification of the percentage of variance explained by 

the predictors of the pooled effect across levels 2 and 3 of the statistical model (M. W.-L. 

Cheung, 2014). Meta-analysts might also consider the interaction among multiple moderator 

variables whereby one factor (e.g., delivery mode of intervention such as virtual versus face-
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to-face) might amplify or attenuate the effect of another variable (e.g., number of behaviour 

change techniques present in an intervention). The R function metacart, for example, 

leverages tree-based models to facilitate variable selection, handle non-linear associations, 

and retain ordering information of moderator variables (Li et al., 2020).  

Tutorial on Applying Best Practice Recommendations for Handling Dependency among 

Effect Sizes in Meta-Analysis 

To assist readers in applying the recommendations outlined in this article, we provide 

a brief tutorial using a subset of one of our published datasets (Lines, Pietsch, et al., 2020). 

The data file, annotated R script, and output files are located on the Open Science Framework 

(https://osf.io/bzkg2). We encourage readers to have the R script (https://osf.io/8bhzu/) and 

output file (https://osf.io/6awvy/) open when working through the following sections. Briefly, 

we identified randomised experiments via a systematic review of the literature and extracted 

data from primary studies to assess the effectiveness of team reflexivity interventions on 

collective performance outcomes and behaviours, and factors that augment their effects. We 

focus on performance behaviours here, which represent those cognitive, affective, and 

behavioural actions that precede or determine goal attainment (e.g., coordination, 

communication). Readers are referred to our protocol registration (https://osf.io/3bv6y/) and 

published article for full details on the processes related to questions 1-4 outlined above; we 

focus on question 5-7 here. 

Structure of Data File 

The data are stored in long format, where rows represent individual effect sizes and 

columns capture unique elements for the analyses (https://osf.io/btxek/). When creating data 

files for execution in R in other programs like Excel, it is essential that the same character 

text is applied for cells that replicate elements in the data set (e.g., the descriptive labels for 

the author and year in column A) because R will treat discrepancies in character text as 

https://osf.io/bzkg2
https://osf.io/8bhzu/
https://osf.io/6awvy/
https://osf.io/3bv6y/
https://osf.io/btxek/
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different factors. One common mistake that we have learned through trial and error is the 

inclusion of a ‘space’ at the end of a descriptive label, which visually is undetectable (e.g., 

‘Dyas (2018)’ is treated as different to ‘Dyas (2018) ’). Except for ‘outcome_type’ and 

‘outcome_method’, all moderators reflect between study (level 3) differences.   

Overall Pooled Effect 

We wrote a function in R to extract the key findings to a text output file so that 

readers can follow this section with ease. The first section of this output file is the overall 

model results (see Figure 1). Under ‘model results’, we can see that the overall pooled effect 

was moderate in magnitude (g =.55, 95% CI = .32, .77, p < .001) and that variability in 

observed effects is larger than one would expect based on sampling variability (i.e., 

heterogeneous; Q (38) = 123.71, p < .001). The proportion of variability in effects that cannot 

be attributed to sampling variance (I2 = 69.67%) is distributed roughly evenly within-studies 

(𝐼2
2 = 34.81%) and between-studies (𝐼3

2 = 34.86%). Although not originally reported by 

Lines, Pietsch, et al. (2020), we include the prediction interval in our output as an estimate of 

the absolute amount of variability among effects (Borenstein et al., 2017; IntHout et al., 

2016); here we can see there is a 95% likelihood that an effect in future similar studies will 

fall between -0.36 and 1.46, which suggests that some interventions inefficacious or 

detrimental for performance behaviours. Finally, the log likelihood ratio tests revealed 

significant variance in effects within studies (level 2; LRT = 10.02, p = .002) and between 

studies (level 3; LRT = 4.28, p = .039), which suggests the partitioning of variance across 

levels is meaningful. The forest plot of effect sizes in the meta-analysis can be viewed online 

(https://osf.io/ambvt/).  

Outliers and Influential Cases 

The second section of this output file provides the results of the sensitivity analyses 

focused on outlier and influential cases (see Figure 2). In terms of outliers, none of the 

https://osf.io/ambvt/
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individual effects had residuals that exceeded three standard deviations. However, four 

individual effects – and as a result one study because it contributed only one individual effect 

– were flagged with a Cook’s distance of three times the mean. The exclusion of these four 

influential cases increased the overall pooled effect by .04 (g =.59, 95% CI = .35, .83, p < 

.001). Collectively, these findings suggest the overall pooled effect is largely robust to 

outliers and influential cases. Meta-analysts might also consider a similar approach in which 

they compare moderator analyses with and without outlier and influential cases.  

Meta-Bias 

The third section of this output file provides the results of the meta-bias analyses; we 

considered three different elements for the purposes of this tutorial. First, we visualised 

potential publication bias in a traditional funnel plot as well as a sunset-enhanced funnel plot 

via the R package metaviz (Kossmeier et al., 2019) to integrate knowledge of statistical power 

of individual effects (Kossmeier et al., 2020). The absence of publication bias is evident 

when the effects sizes are scattered much like a funnel, where studies with larger samples 

(smaller standard error) cluster tightly around the mean effect and smaller studies (larger 

standard error) are highly dispersed around the mean (Lau et al., 2006). Second, we 

complemented a visual inspection of the funnel plot with the multilevel extension of Egger’s 

test of symmetry in which we regressed the overall pooled effect on the standard error of 

individual effect sizes (Fernández-Castilla et al., 2021). Third, we examined three 

methodological features as moderators of the overall pooled effect, namely publication status 

(peer-reviewed versus dissertation) and the total number of participants (sample size) and 

teams (team size) in the study. 

The traditional funnel plot and power-enhanced funnel plot are depicted in Figure 3. 

The multilevel extension of Egger’s test, F (1,32) = 2.72, p = .11, suggested symmetry in the 

funnel plot. Visual inspection of the traditional funnel plot indicates that individual effects are 
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roughly symmetrical and evenly distributed, with few effects falling outside the 99% 

confidence interval. Publication status, F (1,37) = 1.40, p = .24, sample size, F (1,32) = 2.08, 

p = .16, and team size, F (1,37) = 0.47, p = .50, were inconsequential predictors of the overall 

pooled effect. Collectively, the traditional funnel plot, multilevel extension of Egger’s test, 

and methodological moderators suggest the meta-analytic data are influenced minimally by 

publication bias. However, the power-enhanced funnel plot illustrates substantial differences 

in the design and test combination of studies to detect a presumed true effect of d = .50, with 

the median power around 38% and no studies meeting the typically adopted 80% power. This 

finding is important to interpretations of the credibility of a body of evidence because 

statistically significant findings from low powered design and test combinations are likely to 

be false positives (Forstmeier et al., 2017).  

Explanation of Heterogeneity Among Effects 

The final section of this output file provides the results of the moderator analyses of 

candidate substantive factors that might alter the strength of the overall pooled effect. We 

implemented two different approaches to these moderator analyses in which the intercept is 

included (mods = ~moderator) or excluded (mods = ~moderator-1) from the statistical model. 

Essentially, the model with the intercept tells us if the average effect sizes for different levels 

of the moderator are equal to the intercept or reference value of the moderator, whereas the 

model that excludes the intercept tells us if the average effect sizes of the different levels of 

the moderator are all equal to zero. In R, the reference value (intercept) of a factor is 

automatically assigned to the level which occurs first numerically or alphabetically (e.g., 

‘active control’ would be used as the reference for comparators including active control, no 

contact, and waitlist), unless one manually assigns the reference level prior to the model 

fitting element.  
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In the section ‘Moderator Analyses: ANOVAs’ we can see that outcome type, F 

(2,36) = 3.55, p = .04, and team type, F (1,37) = 7.81, p = .008, are statistically interesting 

moderators using an alpha of .05. For illustrative purposes, we focus on outcome type here 

(see Figure 4). Specifically, cognitive (b = .58) and behavioural outcomes (b = .51) are 

significantly higher when compared with affective outcomes (b = .07, p = .01). An 

examination of the output in the section ‘Moderator Analyses: Individual Moderators’ 

indicates that cognitive outcomes (b = .65, p <.001) but not behavioural (b = .58, p = .06) and 

affective outcomes (b = .07, p = .73) are statistically different from zero. Why are 

behavioural outcomes statistically inconsequential when the magnitude of effect is similar to 

cognitive outcomes? One possibility is the high standard error, which is likely due to there 

being three contributing individual effects to this level of the moderator, compared with 30 

effects for cognitive outcomes. Finally, we can compare the degree of heterogeneity in the 

model when the salient moderators are included with the baseline model or overall pooled 

effect only (see section ‘Heterogeneity Comparisons’ in the output file). The addition of these 

two moderators to the baseline model, Cochran’s Q(38) = 123.71, p <.001, significantly 

reduced heterogeneity, yet the residual heterogeneity remained statistically meaningful, 

QE(35) = 87.97, p <.001. R2 values indicate that the moderators account for approximately 

26% of within-study and 29% of between-study variance.   

Summary and Conclusion 

Scientific knowledge is ever increasing, broadly (Bornmann & Mutz, 2015) and 

within the field of sport and exercise psychology (Lindahl et al., 2015). Coinciding with this 

growth in scientific knowledge is an increased need for and application of methods that 

synthesise large bodies of work in ways that summarise the current state of affairs in a 

specific area or on a focal topic. With significant advancements in computer and data science 

on the rise (Marshall & Wallace, 2019), we expect that many of the elements of the 
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systematic review process will be optimised in years to come (e.g., machine learning in 

screening articles; Chai et al., 2021). With data in hand, meta-analytic techniques are ideally 

suited to summarise evidence across primary studies that have been quantified in some way 

through a summary effect. In this paper, we considered one potential source of bias that may 

render the findings of a meta-analysis limited or potentially erroneous, namely dependency 

among primary effects. We first critically evaluated common approaches to handling 

dependency among effect sizes in a meta-analysis, then overviewed the statistical approaches 

available to researchers who wish to incorporate this dependency into their statistical models. 

Subsequently, we presented readers with a series of reflective questions for scholars to 

consider when planning and executing a meta-analysis in which some degree of non-

independence among effects sizes from primary studies may exist and showcased their 

application via a brief tutorial. As applied scientists, we adopted a non-technical approach in 

this paper to make it as accessible as possible, yet acknowledge that in so doing we left out 

some of the nuanced considerations for planning and executing a meta-analysis. Scholars 

interested in cultural considerations or other grouping factors (e.g., sports), for example, 

might need to implement a four-level meta-analysis to account for individual participants, 

multiple effects from within the same study, different studies, and cultural groups. With open 

science practices on the rise (Moreau & Gamble, 2020; Polanin et al., 2020), we envisage that 

statistical techniques for handling dependency among effects within meta-analyses will 

become more accessible over the coming years.  
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Figure 1. Overall model R output of meta-analysis using the metafor package (Viechtbauer, 

2010).  
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Figure 2. Outlier (top) and Cook’s distance (bottom) analysis output (Note: dotted line 

represents the threshold for Cook’s distance of   times the mean).  

We have the same number of individual effects 

(level 2) and studies (level  ) as the overall 
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Figure 3. Funnel (top) and power-enhanced funnel plots (bottom) for individual effect sizes in 

the meta-analysis.  
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Figure 4. Excerpt of the output of the moderator analyses of the overall pooled effect (Note: 

top panel includes the intercept in the statistical model, whereas the bottom panel excludes 

the intercept from the statistical model).  
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